
VIDEO PRO X6
New highlights in detail

Performance

Amazing 64-bit Performance
Video Pro X6 is the first video editing program from MAGIX with native
64-bit programming.
New H.264 and audio codecs plus an optimized video engine ensure
unparalleled performance and enable the use of more than 4 GB of
RAM for complex projects. The result: Video editing on the cutting
edge of technology.

Editing Tools
Movie Objects (Nested Sequences)
With Video Pro X6 entire video sequences can become objects in a
project. That means that complete movies can be used in other
movies as objects. These objects keep the action close at hand and
can be used as many times as needed within the project. Complex
movies can be edited easily and flexibly with effects and animations
using objects for quick arranging. The possibilities are almost endless.
Changes to the sequence are immediately applied to the
corresponding objects in all positions..

Precision measuring instruments for perfect Images
Four new measuring instruments enable precise control during editing. The Vectorscope, Waveform Monitor, Histogram 
and RGD Parade make it possible to limit the dynamic and the color saturation of broadcast areas as well as correct 
exposure problems and color errors. GPU optimization means that all of this can be done in realtime with up to 4K 
resolution

Import and formats
Expanded 4K Support
UltraHD and 4K are becoming very important in the prosumer area. Extreme data rates and new formats place high 
demands on the entire production workflow. Video Pro X6 supports new camera models and formats - from HD 
consumer cameras (e.g. Samsung Galaxy Note 3 or GoPro HERO3+) to professional budget cameras (e.g. Canon EOS 
with Magic Lantern or Black Magic) and on through to high-end devices such as the Canon EOS-1D or the Sony F 
series. Long story short - Video Pro X6 currently offers the most comprehensive 4K experience its price class!

Professional effect plugins 

Inklusive! proDAD Mercalli V2 (64-bit version)                                                                                                

proDAD Mercalli V2 stabilizes shaky videos and can salvage unique footage that would normally be considered unusable
due to picture quality problems. Unwanted movements can be removed without affecting the natural dynamic and 
character of the video. The effect can also be applied to footage without any problems to make it look even better.



Inklusive! Red Giant Magic Bullet Quick looks 1.4 (64-bit version)                                                                   

The high-quality effect presets from Red Giant Magic Bullet Quick Looks can give any video recording a special 
appearance. A vast selection of over 100 templates offers the perfect look for every scene. Whether classic filmstrips, 
grainy retro looks or warm, romantic colors, all of the effects can be applied in broadcast quality with a simple click. 
Exclusively in Video Pro X6: Three extra effect packages (Vintage Looks, Wedding Looks and Rebel Epic) with more 
than 85 additional templates.

Effect design

New and Improved Audio and Video Effects
The effect section has been completely redesigned and all the most important video effects have been GPU-optimized. 
The new HDR effect enables dynamic adjustment to create a look just like HDR photos thanks to realtime GPU operation
and Full Motion. Also new - the wind and rumble filer in the audio section and the Mastering Suite 4 with improved design
and handling.

Look & Feel

Improved Usability for Faster Results
Video Pro X6 has also been reworked to offer improved control. Editing is even faster thanks to optimized handles for 
image size and positioning, the new Ease In/Ease Out function for each keyframe, the Qualifier for precise positioning on
a specific axis in the video monitor, separate horizontal or vertical centering and relative positioning for object groups.

More information:
pro.magix.com
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